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The Intelligence Community

Intelligence Community
• Community is a term with very “loose” meaning
– Separate agencies with different missions, customers,
responsibilities, and capabilities
– Dysfunctional family

• Major fault lines
–
–
–
–
–

Foreign vs. Domestic
Tactical vs. Strategic
Operational vs. Policy
Collection, Analysis, and Covert Action
SIGINT, IMINT, HUMINT, MASINT, OSINT, All-Source

The INTs of Intelligence

The Intelligence Cycle and Policy

Intelligence Profession
• Intelligence is an activity that supports policy-making
• Intelligence officials do
•

not make nor recommend policy
Policy-makers are not obligated to listen to intelligence
producers
– Intelligence analysis is one of many inputs into decision-making process

• This relationship is the fundamental source of complexity

Analysis in Science

Analysis in Policy
Policy

Intelligence in Policy
Policy

What do Policy-Makers Think of
Intelligence?
Let me tell you about these intelligence guys.
When I was growing up in Texas we had a cow named Bessie.
I'd go out early and milk her....
One day I'd worked hard and gotten a full pail of milk, but I wasn't paying
attention, and old Bessie swung her shit-smeared tail through that bucket
of milk.
Now, you know, that's what these intelligence guys do.
You work hard and get a good program or policy going, and they swing a
shit-smeared tail through it.
- President Lyndon Johnson

What do Policy-Makers Think of
Intelligence?
Perhaps this is revealing a certain arrogance on my part, but I frequently think I am as capable of coming up
with an informed opinion about a matter as any number of the people within the Intelligence
Community who feel that they have been uniquely anointed with this responsibility. Too often that attitude is
a dodge that allows them to conceal ignorance of facts, policy bias, or any number of things that may lie
being the personal opinions that are presented as sanctified intelligence judgments. No one is allowed
to question those judgments, especially not policymakers, or, as the argument goes, they will pollute the
intelligence process with policy judgments.

I think that this attitude on the part of the Intelligence Community causes a lot of problems. I think that it
actually encourages the manipulation of intelligence judgments for political policy purposes. If you
can get the authority of the Intelligence Community on your side, you can appeal to authority without having to
bother appealing to the evidence. More important, it places great importance on a product that reports the
judgments of analysts, which, absent the evidence on which those judgments rest, have limited value to
policymakers. It tends to produce turgid National Intelligence Estimates (NIEs), marked by summary
judgments in the front, full of carefully balanced sentences (“on the one hand,” and “on the other hand”),
offering no new facts or reasoning to which any sophisticated reader of the weekly reader would not already
have access. On a busy day, they are not even looked at. They may be glanced at because you have to
know what someone may say to you at a meeting, citing the judgment of the NIE as an authority. Yet you do
not read them expecting to learn very much. An estimate may be a useful weapon in a debate or it may be
someone else’s weapon against which you have to be prepared to defend yourself, but you rarely read them
expecting to learn something new. - Paul Wolfowitz

What do Policy-Makers Think of
Intelligence?
There are no policy failures.
There are only policy successes and intelligence failures.
- Anonymous State Department Official

Analysis in Policy
•

Policymakers have their own world-views, analytic staff, and sources of
information
–

•

The most precious resource they have is their time
–
–
–

•

Why listen to intelligence?

Assessments that they agree with may be credible, but waste their time
Assessments that they disagree with may be ignored, challenged, or even viewed as the
intelligence community undermining their policy or strategy
Intelligence analysts largely deliver bad news to customers, pierce their bubbles

What do policymakers want in intelligence products?
–

Accurate, Actionable, Available, Brief, Collaborative, Context, Diagnostic, Estimative,
Evidentiary, Expertise, Importance, Independence, Novelty, Nuanced, Patterned, Possibility,
Predictive, Relevance, Security, Timely

Types of Intelligence Information

Estimative:
speculation about
missing information
and future scenarios

Policymakers and
analysts are
equals

Current Reporting:
descriptions of ongoing events
and activities

Currency of
intelligence
analysts
Basic Intelligence: verifiable
information about the state of the
world

Examining Intelligence Failures
•

Early efforts to examine surprise noted the problem of missing information
– Emphasized intelligence collection as a means to prevent surprise

•

This view was later adapted based on recognition that data is ambiguous
and often noisy
– Signals to noise problem
– Increased collection adds noise to the system

•

Increasingly, attention has shifted towards mindsets, mental models, and
individual and group cognition
– How people conceptualize problems and search for problems determines what
conclusions can be reached
– Routine for intelligence texts to have a section on “thinking about thinking”

•

Unsettling conclusion because there is no “fix” for the brain
– Who is responsible?
– Organization, teams, and tradecraft, not “better” people

Rethinking Intelligence Failure
• Are we trying to predict a system that cannot be predicted?
– What is epistemologically possible?
– Focus on reducing uncertainty or ignorance?

• Are we looking in the place for the information we need?
– Is our orientation sound?
– Are we missing information?

• Are policy-makers listening to us?
– Are we relevant?
– Are we credible?

Surprise: Strategic vs. Tactical
Mr. Smith and Mr. Jones are business partners.
Every Friday, while Mr. Smith is lunching with a client, Mr. Jones helps himself to money from the
petty cash.
One afternoon Mr. Smith comes back from lunch earlier than expected, catching Mr. Jones redhanded.
“I’m surprised!” they exclaim simultaneously.
Mr. Jones’s surprise is tactical: He knew what he was doing but did not expect to get caught.
Mr. Smith’s surprise is strategic: He had no idea the embezzlement was happening.

Developing Tradecraft
•

At strategic level, analysis is about the search for context and insights to
help consumers

•

Two converging threads:
– How to get beyond what is known in order peek into the uncertain futures and fill
in critical gaps of missing information
– How to clearly and forcefully communicate with policy-makers who have their
own mental models

•

Tradecraft must not only make substantive progress on difficult problems,
but its products and processes must be transparent and acceptable to
consumers

•

It is here with intelligence analysis and CSS begin to converge…

Herbert Simon

Bounded Rationality

Cognitive Science
Artificial Intelligence
Social Science
Agent-Based Modeling

Herbert Simon

Psychology of Intelligence
and Mindsets

Analysis of Competing Hypotheses
Alternative Analysis
Structured Analytic Techniques

Formal Modeling Roots
•

Formal models have always been employed by community for particular questions
–

•

Military Operations Research, Economics, Demographics, Voting Outcomes, etc.

1970s saw efforts to raise the level of analytic sophistication to match the growth of quantitative
techniques in academia
–
–

Challenge from Director of Central Intelligence William Colby
Creation of Methods and Forecasting Division

As long as intelligence research is directed towards
answering complex questions such as what will
happen in Yugoslavia after Tito’s death, or what
would be the consequences of Communist party
participation in the Italian government, the
narrative essay will remain the dominant form
for intelligence estimates.
There is, however, an important role for rigorous
procedures even is such complex estimative
problems. Our work to date indicates that the
kinds of analytical techniques which seem
most useful for our purposes are those that
help to trace the logical consequences of
subjective judgments, extend the mental
capacity of the individual analyst, force the
analyst to make his assumptions explicit, or
help to organize complexity.

… analyses found in the INR documents
tend to be of the most demanding kinds,
involving multivariate analyses with many
discrete variables, in which the relationships
are frequently nonlinear and involve
important time lags. As a matter of fact,
the kinds of relationships found in the
great majority of INR analyses represent
such complexity that no single
quantitative work in the social sciences
could even begin to test their validity.

Tradecraft Development
•

Rather than extend use of formal models, community focused on methods for
improving analytic transparency

•

After series of surprises in 1990s and again in 2000s, analytic tradecraft went through
a series of major reforms

•

Increasing emphasis on epistemology

•

Four fundamental questions
–
–
–
–

What do we know?
What does it mean?
What don’t we know?
How would our conclusions change upon new information?

Trouble Gaining Foothold
•

•

ABM was introduced into tradecraft as
part of Alternative Analysis in the early
2000s
Whereas much has been written about
other techniques introduced at the
same time, ABM remained unexplored
–
–
–
–
–

•

High/Low Impact Analysis
Red Team
Devil’s Advocacy
Team B
Alternative Competing Hypotheses

Gaming and Simulation did not enter
into the mainstream of analytic use
–
–

Cost, time, and expertise barriers
Heavyweight methods

Growing in Interest
• In spite of difficulties, interest in ABM remains
high
– Methodology has become a high priority for
analytic evaluation and production
– Policy-makers have many sources of information,
methodology is differentiator, establishes
credibility
– Increasing complexity of international system and
challenges demand complexity-based toolkit for
analytic tradecraft
• Intelligence challenges extend beyond the threshold
with which analysts can work

Attractiveness of ABM
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model Design
Generative Argumentation
Context Setting and Search
Group Processes
Analyst/Collector Linkages
Political Philosophy
Substantive Challenges of International
System

Model Design
• Design of ABM better accords with “natural units” of
international system
– Representation of actors and environments that can be specified
by analysts and consumers

• Ability to translate narrative descriptions into behavioral
rules within model
– Acceptability of model inputs and specification reduces
resistance to outcomes, improves receptivity of analysis

• Mirrors capabilities that analysts and consumers are
familiar with from other sources
– The Sims, Spore, and other games

Generative Argumentation
• Focus on specifics of cases
• Large-N research and comparative case studies lead to
misleading or irrelevant conclusions
– Large-N statistical studies may provide general insights, but fail
to offer information about specific case that policy-maker is
confronting
– Large-N statistics tend to emphasize structural variables that
occur in all of sample, leaving out situation specific aspects of
problem
– Comparative cases subtly shift attention from case with unknown
properties to those with known properties
– Produces arguments grounded in classification and coding, not
constructive or generative conclusions

• ABM shifts to generative explorations of specified cases
– Historians notion of particular generalization

Generative Argumentation
• Iraqi WMD and proof by contradiction in
policy-context…
There is no mystery to voluntary disarmament. Countries that decide to disarm lead inspectors to weapons and production sites,
answer questions before they are asked, state publicly and often the intention to disarm and urge their citizens to cooperate. The
world knows from examples set by South Africa, Ukraine and Kazakhstan what it looks like when a government decides
that it will cooperatively give up its weapons of mass destruction. The critical common elements of these efforts include a highlevel political commitment to disarm, national initiatives to dismantle weapons programs, and full cooperation and transparency.
In 1989 South Africa made the strategic decision to dismantle its covert nuclear weapons program...
Ukraine and Kazakhstan demonstrated a similar pattern of cooperation when they decided to rid themselves of the nuclear
weapons, intercontinental ballistic missiles and heavy bombers inherited from the Soviet Union…
Iraq's behavior could not offer a starker contrast…
Unlike other nations that have voluntarily disarmed -- and in defiance of Resolution 1441 -- Iraq is not allowing inspectors
''immediate, unimpeded, unrestricted access'' to facilities and people involved in its weapons program. As a recent inspection at the
home of an Iraqi nuclear scientist demonstrated, and other sources confirm, material and documents are still being moved around in
farcical shell games. The regime has blocked free and unrestricted use of aerial reconnaissance.
Condoleezza Rice, “Why We Know Iraq is Lying,” The New York Times, January 23, 2003

Context vs. Prediction
•

Prediction Paradox
– Intelligence is blamed for failure to predict…
– But intelligence that differs from policy-makers preconceptions is often ignored,
rejected, and challenged by consumers
– Policy-makers take action that affect outcomes, thus undermining prediction
– International system is fundamentally unpredictable

•

Consumers demand to know more, pushing analysis beyond what can be
known in speculative realm where failure is inevitable
–
–

•

Models that produce probabilistic estimates, regardless of accuracy, are quickly dismissed without
supporting causal narratives
Any analysis is quickly challenged by asking why in response to any judgment

At strategic level, prediction is surprisingly unimportant
–
–
–
–

Emphasis on searching for alternative contexts with which to understand a situation
Identification of scenarios that constitute extreme risks or opportunities regardless of probabilities
Search for actions with high leverage over system in order to intervene
Identification of tradeoff space within which different political options have equal consequences

Context vs. Prediction
Tell a national security advisor that another country is likely
to develop a nuclear weapon, and – after all his or her
questions have been answered about the basis of the
prediction – he or she will want to know when, in what
numbers, with what reliability, at what cost, with what ability
to deploy them, to mount them on missiles, with what intent
as to their use, etc.
It is no wonder that U.S. intelligence agencies are
consistently regarded as failing. Whatever their mixtures of
strengths and weaknesses, they are always being pushed
to go beyond the point of success.
Richard Danzig, Driving in the Dark

Analytic Teams
•

Analysis is increasingly viewed as a corporate activity
– Organization should speak with one voice to consumers
– Shifts emphasis away from what specific analysts believe to what is collectively
produced
– Managers require understanding of diversity of perspectives held by analysts

•

Externalized models provide important collaborative tool
–
–
–
–

•

Depersonalize assessments, shift attention off of individuals and onto artifact
Model-based adjudication of alternative perspectives
Allows for measurement of diversity within groups, warning of groupthink
Identifies essential disagreements, increases transparency to customers
exposing dissenting views

Construction of models allows for “packaging” of alternative
perspectives as connected ranges
– Devil’s Advocacy controversy

Analyst/Collector Linkages
•

Increased emphasis on epistemology and
assessment of sources and methods
–
–
–

Bias
Reliability
Foreign denial and deception

•

Classical mathematical models provide an
assessment of a systems behavior, but limited from a
single vantage point

•

The ABM concept of an artificial society, or fully
realized instantiated simulation allows for two-level
collection
–
–

–
–

Observation of true state of system
Testing of alternative information collection strategies
and capabilities in order to assess effectiveness and
vulnerabilities
If information was biased, inaccurate, or manipulated
would we be able to tell the difference?
How to layer collection strategies with analysis?

Political Philosophy
• Important to note old adage that operations get the intelligence
community in trouble with the left, while analysis gets the community
in trouble with the right
–
–
–
–

Team B
Rumsfeld Ballistic Missile Commission
“Blue Team”
Office of Special Plans/Policy Counterterrorism Evaluation Group

• Failure by community to acknowledge the intrinsic threat posed by
adversaries
– “Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence”

Political Philosophy
•

Logical reason identified by historians and political philosophers
– Conservatives tend to see structural and impersonal forces as sources of
success and failures
• Emphasize values, religion, culture, geography, etc.
• Reduces role of chance, contingency, historical accidents, and agency in historical
outcomes

– Liberals tend to see history as a chain of chance events, where small differences
can yield large changes in outcomes
• Emphasize choice, chance, interaction, individual persons
• Reduces the role of large structural constraints on actors, allows for wider range of
possible opportunities and less predictable world

•

ABMs provide a formal mechanism for adjudicating between alternative
political orientations via counterfactual explorations that link micro and
macro levels

ABM Justification: International
System
• Continued transitions within the
international system…

International System Complexity
• This should look familiar
– From Rob’s briefing on firm’s model

ABM Final Thoughts
•
•
•
•
•
•

Producer/Consumer Relations
Argumentation
Transparency
Extend Search
Link Assumption and Outcome
Fitting into organizational roles is more
important than being sophisticated or truthful
• Models enable dialog, not discover truth

